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The UNE 71362:2017 standard provides a baseline model to define and assess, both
quantitatively and qualitatively, the quality of digital educational materials. Teaching and
learning, technology, accessibility, and educational experts from the three sectors involved in
the creation and use of these materials - academic, business, and public administrations - have
taken part in the creation of the standard. The purpose of the standard is to meet the
challenge and cover the need for quality assessment systems that guide producers in the
creation of digital educational materials, the users who select them, and evaluators in their
assessment.

Introduction
The fact that a piece of digital educational materials is of quality means that it is able to meet
users' needs, which in turn means, in the field of virtual education, or e-learning, it is effective
from the didactic, technological, and accessibility points of view. Didactic effectiveness, in this
regard, means that the materials actually help or facilitate teaching for teachers and learning
for students – that is, when the materials are used, good academic results are obtained with
reasonable teacher or student dedication and effort. As for technological effectiveness, it
means that the usability, durability, robustness when faced with failures or errors, portability,
and interoperability of the materials are also reasonably good. In this way, it is ensured that
use of the digital educational materials by the user will be simple, reliable, and transparent as
regards the underlying technology. In addition, the cost of digital educational materials can be
capitalised by increasing the time and possibilities for use (and re-use). Finally, the accessibility
efficiency refers to the ease with which any individual, with or without disabilities, can access
and use the digital educational materials.
Being able to evaluate the quality of digital educational materials is a key issue to ensure
quality education. Educational materials constitute one of the bases for teaching and learning
[1: page18]. However, so far, there is no basic agreement to create and assess these materials
despite the need for it. The 2012 OECD and UNESCO reports on the situation of Open
Education Resources (OERs) states that one of the main challenges for this kind of education
resources is OER quality [2][3]. In a subsequent 2015 report, OECD continues to point out that
the development of an evaluation system for digital educational material quality is a priority
[4]. In addition, in the private sector, ANELE (the Spanish National Association of Book and
Teaching Materials Publishers) laments, in its report of 30 August 2016 [5] that, despite the
strong investment made by publishing houses in quality digital books, their use is not
widespread. Among other reasons, ANELE points out the general lack of confidence in digital
textbooks "[...] as key creative works for teaching" as well as to competition among the
producers of educational materials with no quality framework to distinguish among them. In
short, when is digital educational material of sufficient quality?
The quality model and assessment tool

The UNE 71632 standard proposes answering this question by quantitatively and qualitatively
assessing the degree of compliance with fifteen quality criteria. Each criterion, in turn, is
assessed on the basis of a series of quality indicators that are scored (figure 1). The standard
also provides a rubric to guide this score and a series of guidelines in the informative annexes,
to help assess what can be more complicated aspects such as the verification of compliance
with intellectual property (Appendix G), procedures for applying the standard in quality
assessment (Appendix E), and assessing the variety of learning styles and strategies used in a
material (Appendix H).

Figure 1. The quality assessment tool (Annex A of the standard)
The six first criteria of the quality model and tool measure, fundamentally, the didactic
effectiveness of the materials; the following four criteria measure technological effectiveness;
and, finally, the last five, the effectiveness with regard to accessibility:
(1) Didactic description: didactic value and didactic coherence
(2) Quality of the contents
(3) Ability to generate learning
(4) Adaptability
(5) Interactivity
(6) Motivation
(7) Format and design
(8) Reusability
(9) Portability
(10) Robustness; technical stability
(11) Structure of the learning scenario
(12) Navigation
(13) Operability
(14)Accessibility of audiovisual content
(15) Accessibility of text content
It should be noted, however, that the boundaries between these three aspects of quality are
not defined (figure 2). Thus, certain criteria for an aspect (e.g. the second didactic criterion)
need, for its fulfillment, to verify indicators of other aspects (e.g. accessibility indicator 2.2).

This overlap among the three quality aspects is really innovative, and is yet another indicator
of the difficulty (and cost) of creating effective and cost-effective digital learning materials in
digital learning environments.
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Figure 2. Overlap of the quality aspects
Regarding the accessibility criteria, it is worth highlighting the novel treatment given to them
in the standard: they are not only a mandatory requirement to ensure that everyone can use
the material, but above all, they are a guarantee that the digital educational material will be
effective didactically and technologically. This means that accessible material will reduce the
effort of receiving, understanding and assimilating its contents, which, in short, facilitates
learning for anyone, with or without disabilities. In this sense, the standard integrates the
guidelines prepared by ONCE and the UNE 139802:2009 - Software accessibility requirements
and UNE 139803:2012 - Online contents accessibility requirements standards. Appendix D to
the standard specifies how this integration has been carried out.
It is also worth noting the particular concern that the standard has had to be as usable as
possible. In this regard, Appendix F provides two adaptations of the quality assessment tool to
the teacher and student profiles. These profiles take into account teachers who are not
specialists in technology or accessibility, and students who are not specialists in didactics.
These profiles are useful to guide a self-assessment of the educational materials that is created
or selected for a training action, and are even useful to conduct surveys among teachers and
students on the quality of the materials they use.
Finally, it should be borne in mind that the standard has been evaluated with respect to its
effectiveness (does the quality of materials really improve when it is applied?), usability (is it
easy to use and understand?), and reliability (is there a sufficient degree of agreement on the
assessments made by different evaluators of the same materials?) The evaluation experiments
and their results, as well as the methodology for the implementation of the standard, are
described in Appendix B. In addition, Appendix C summarises the fifty-six national and
international quality models, which formed the basis for the first version of the quality model
of the standard.
Conclusions and future work
To conclude, this standard provides a reference for the quality of digital educational materials,
including an assessment model and tool that define the basis to evaluate quality. The ultimate
goal of the standard is to facilitate and promote the creation, improvement, and selection of
high-quality digital educational materials.
In this regard, having a quality standard for digital educational materials will not prevent the
author/developer from having to invest a significant effort in learning the didactic,
technological and accessibility requirements that are currently scattered and difficult to

understand in order to create quality educational material. However, having a document that
systematically, comprehensively and measurably gathers these basic requirements will
considerably facilitate both the initial process of digital learning material training [6] and the
design of processes for creating, updating, reusing, and evaluating quality of digital
educational materials.
The quality standard UNE 71632 also complements the global e-learning quality certification
systems of schools and educational institutions such as the ECB Check e-learning Quality
certificate [7] or the Spanish UNE 66181:2012 “Quality management standard. Quality of
virtual training”.
Regarding future work, the standard indicates that, in its current format, the quality model is a
"minimum" model on which work should continue to be done along three lines: (1) adjusting
the model, if necessary, as more experience of use is gradually acquired; (2) completing it with
new criteria of proven validity, reliability and consensus; and (3) adapting it when the future
new didactic and technological contexts make it necessary.
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